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The Effects of New Mobility Services and
Technology via the Latent-Class Framework

Shared mobility services (e.g., carsharing, ridehailing, bikesharing, and electric scooter sharing)
allow users to access mobility tools and services on an as-needed basis, without requiring
commitment to continued use and hassles for maintenance. As convenient, cost-efficient, and
fun alternatives, these services have substantially disrupted the existing transportation market.
While recent studies focus on the “average” effects of these services, their approach may fail to
examine substantial heterogeneity in those effects, which varies by user traits, trip attributes,
and built-environment characteristics.

In this context, this talk presents key findings and implications from a few recent studies with a
focus on heterogeneity in effects, behaviours, and preferences. Four key outcomes are (1)
overall changes in the use of various travel modes after ridehailing adoption, (2) substitutive or
complementary effects by the last e-scooter trip, (3) willingness to accept a “pooled” ride for
the last single-party ridehailing trip, and (4) envisioned in-vehicle activities on an autonomous
vehicle in a near future. With the latent-class modelling framework, unobserved groups of
individuals with distinctive characteristics are identified, and implications to smart sustainable
transportation are discussed.
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